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Abstract 

CR and PU hidden terminals in multi-channel Cognitive MAC protocols result in increased packet drops. This is due to 
inefficient node synchronization with existing  “Control Channel” design. To date, In-band and Out-of-band CCC based 
MAC protocols are proposed to avoid PU and CR hidden terminals.  But, In-band CCC based CR-MAC protocols cannot 
efficiently resolve the hidden terminal packet drops due to imperfect node synchronization whereas out-of-band CCC 
based MAC is vulnerable to intruder attacks and channel saturation. To overcome this, we propose an Interference-aware 
hybrid CCC cognitive MAC protocol with directional RTS/CTS and data transmission. In addition, adaptive power control 
algorithm is proposed to avoid interference to hidden PU and CR nodes at edge coverage area.  Experimental results show 
that proposed Hybrid cognitive MAC protocol has increased link aggregate throughput and reduced cognitive control 
overhead in comparison with existing CCC based CR-MAC protocols.   
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1. Introduction

Natural available spatial spectrum is scarce and 
cost effective. In order to efficiently utilize the 
available frequency bands, it is significant to change the 
current static spectrum allocation and its management 
policies. This is because most of the allocated static 
spectrum bands are not effectively utilized with respect 
to time, frequency and geographical location. From 
this, it is noteworthy that existing spectrum scarcity 
issue is due to current static allocation rather than 
physical spectrum availability. On the other hand, new 
wireless services are getting deployed in heavily 
regulated spectrum bands that result in increased 
demand of spectrum. To overcome the spectrum deficiency 
[1], Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has 
introduced a new concept called Dynamic Spectrum Access 
(DSA). With this, unused spectrum holes are efficiently 
utilized through Software Defined Radio (SDR). Cognitive 

Radio (CR) is a special type of Software Defined Radio that 
can change its operating parameters (modulation, frequency 
and data rate) dynamically based on environmental 
conditions [2]. To deploy cognitive radio in real networks, it 
is important to enhance the existing TCP/IP protocol stack 
to support dynamic spectrum access, spectrum mobility and 
SDR functionalities. To accomplish this, protocols in every 
layer of TCP/IP protocol stack should be modified or new 
protocols should be designed for cognitive radio 
deployment in existing traditional ad-hoc networks [3]. In 
cognitive Radio, secondary users should perform spectrum 
exploration and exploitation to opportunistically share the 
spectrum bands without interrupting the Primary User (PU) 
communication [4].  Hence, interference with PU and 
neighbour CR nodes need to be addressed to avoid the 
packet drops at link and network layers. In addition, 
spectrum mobility due to dynamic PU active, node 
handover and channel degradation is equally important to 
enhance the performance of cognitive radio networks. State-
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of-the-art research doesn’t explore much on MAC level 
interference management where minimizing packet drops 
due to edge PU and CR hidden terminals are significant for 
both primary and secondary networks [5]. To accomplish 
this, we propose an “Interference-aware hybrid cognitive 
MAC protocol” with synchronized TDMA based Slotted 
Co-ordination Function (SCF) for cognitive control message 
exchange and traditional CSMA/CA based Distributed Co-
ordination Function (DCF) for directional data transmission. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section.2 
briefly explains about the current existing works on In-band 
and out-of-band CCC-CR-MAC protocols with clear 
advantages and disadvantages. Section.3 briefly explains 
about the SCF and DCF function in proposed Interference-
aware hybrid CCC-CR-MAC protocol. Subsequently, a new 
packet buffering mechanism is proposed to handle the node 
mobility and spectrum mobility packet drops at link level. 
Moreover, an adaptive power control algorithm is explained 
to avoid the collisions with hidden PU receivers at edge 
coverage area.  Experimental results are explained in 
Section. 4, whereas conclusion and future work is explained 
in Section.5. 

2. Related Works

Control and data transmission in existing CSMA/CA is 
based on unlicensed ISM spectrum bands. In the sense, 2.4 
GHz or 5 GHz fixed static ISM bands are used a shared 
channel in traditional wireless networks for control and data 
transmission. Interference due to concurrent 
communications in single channel IEEE 802.11 DCF is 
avoided through virtual carrier sensing (RTS/CTS). To 
minimize poor channel utilization and enhance the link 
throughput, multi-channel MAC protocols were proposed in 
non-overlapping ISM channels. In multi-channel MAC, one 
non-overlapping ISM channel is assumed to be available for 
control message exchange. During control slot, all nodes 
within the network will tune to pre-defined control channel 
for node synchronization and channel contention to avoid 
packet drops due to multi-channel hidden terminals. During 
data transmission, nodes within the network will tune to 
selected data channel for data transmission. The basic 
operation of MAC protocol in cognitive radio networks is 
very similar to multi-channel MAC protocol with the 
exception of usage of static unlicensed channel [6]. That is, 
licensed opportunistic PU free spectrum bands are used for 
control and data transmission in cognitive MAC protocol. 
This results in non-availability of fixed common control 
channel (CCC) in CR-MAC protocols for node 
synchronization and cognitive control message exchange. 
To resolve the control channel problem in cognitive radio, 
state-of-the-art research proposes In-band or out-of-band 
CCC based CR-MAC protocols in overlay spectrum bands 
[7]. 
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Figure 1. Multi-channel hidden terminal with sequential 
CCC based CR-MAC protocol. 

With In-band spectrum, same channel is used for both 
control and data transmission at different intervals of time 
whereas in out-of-band, different channels are used for 
control and data transmission. The functional overview of 
In-band sequential CCC based CR-MAC is shown in 
Figure.1. Imperfect node synchronization due to per-hop 
and group control channel coverage with In-band CR-MAC 
results in unavoidable packet drops due to multi-channel 
hidden terminal collisions (see Figure.1). In addition, 
channel rendezvous delay will be high for more number of 
PU channels [8-12]. In out-of-band CCC, global unlicensed 
CCC coverage provides tight node synchronization that 
result in reduced packet drops due to multi-channel hidden 
terminals. But, it cannot withstand to security attacks and 
channel saturation problem. Moreover, interference with 
other wireless technologies (WIFI, Bluetooth) results in 
increased packet drops and control overhead [13-16].  To 
overcome problems in existing CCC based CR-MAC 
protocols, we propose “Interference aware hybrid-CCC 
based cognitive-MAC protocol with TDMA based Omni-
directional cognitive control message exchange and 
CSMA/CA based directional data transmission. With 
TDMA, tight node synchronization can be provided in their 
respective control slots for PU free channel list (PCL) 
exchange and data channel contention. Subsequently, 
CSMA/CA which can fully utilize the channel bandwidth 
with variable payloads is used directional data transmission. 
With opportunistic TV spectrum access in cognitive radio, 
unidirectional primary (TV) hidden terminal packet drops 
due to CR data transmission is one important problem that 
needs to explore in current MAC protocols. Interference at 
PU receivers mainly occur due to CR node mobility 
(Figure.2) and spectrum mobility (Figure.3) of cognitive 
radio networks. This is because cognitive nodes that are in 
minimal-talk zone of PU transmitter cannot decode the PU 
signal correctly. From figure.2, it is clear that no-talk zone 
is the coverage area where secondary data transmission is 
not allowed when primary user is active (PU-ON) [17].  
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Figure 2. PU receiver interference due to CR node mobility. 

( )

Figure 3. PU receiver interference due to CR spectrum 
mobility. 

CR nodes that are in minimal-talk zone can reduce it’s 
transmit power to avoid interference with PU signal. During 
CR node mobility from minimal-talk zone to no-talk zone 
sender CR signal can interfere with the hidden PU receiver 
at edge locations that is shown in Figure.2. At this time, 
when CR node use same transmit power then the will be 
packet drops at PU receivers in no-talk zone. To avoid this, 
we propose adaptive power control algorithm to reduce CR 
node transmit power dynamically. Whenever, minimal 
transmit power is subject to interference then CR nodes 
need to find another opportunistic PU free channel to 
continue its communication. Figure.3 explains about the 
spectrum mobility packet drop scenario at minimal-talk 
zone.  CR nodes that are in minimal-talk zone can use same 
channel when PU is ON/OFF. Let us consider a scenario 
where PU receiver is active at the edge coverage of no-talk 
zone and the CR node is very near to no-talk zone. At this 
point, secondary data transmission in same channel of PU 
causes interference to PU receiver at no-talk zone. Existing 
power control algorithms are designed to select the transmit 
power based on PU transmitter location and its coverage 
area.  But, nodes that are in minimal-talk zone can’t sense 
the PU transmitter signal correctly due to low SINR value. 
Thus, these CR nodes are liable to interference for edge PU 
receivers during CR communication at minimal-talk zone 
(see Figure.3). 

To protect these hidden PU receivers at edge coverage area 
of no-talk zone, we need an optimized adaptive power 
control at CR transmitters. During control slot, nodes run 
power control algorithm to find out transmit power level 
that avoid interference to PU receivers. Thus, design of 
adaptive power control algorithm is significant to avoid the 
interference in between primary and secondary users 
whereas CCC design is important to provide node 
synchronization and avoid multi-channel CR hidden 
terminal packet drops. To achieve this, we design 
“Interference aware hybrid CCC based Cognitive MAC 
protocol with directional antennas” to avoid PU receiver 
packet drops at edge coverage area of no-talk zone and 
minimize CR hidden terminal packet drops. In addition, a 
new packet buffering mechanism is proposed to avoid the 
in-flight packet drops during spectrum mobility in between 
sender and receiver. The main contribution of this paper is 
fourfold. I. Slotted-TDMA based Omni-directional SCF 
function for cognitive control message exchange. II. 
CSMA/CA based directional DCF with directional data 
transmission to enhance network throughput and reduce link 
delays. III. An adaptive power control algorithm to avoid 
interference with PU receivers during node mobility and 
spectrum mobility. IV. Packet buffering mechanism to 
avoid spectrum mobility packet drops. 

3. Proposed Work

In Interference-aware hybrid CCC based Cognitive MAC, a 
single half duplex radio transceiver (either transmit or 
receive) is used for communicating in opportunistic PU free 
channel.  Moreover, each transceiver in cognitive node has 
‘K’ number of directional antennas where each directional 
antenna covers with an angle of ‘2π/K’ radians. 
Furthermore, node antenna beams are indexed with 1,2,..,K. 
These index numbers are fixed and oriented in the same 
direction irrespective to node mobility. In our work, each 
CR node is equipped with Global Position System (GPS) to 
trace out the latitude and longitude (location information). 
Subsequently, node will exchange its location information 
to all of its neighbours during SCF period. This location 
information is used by every CR transmitter to find out the 
close-but-not-overlap power selection with adaptive power 
control algorithm. In multi-channel-MAC, sender who has 
data from upper layers need to contend one of the available 
non-overlapping channel through back-off algorithm. One 
predefined dedicated control channel is assumed to be 
available in traditional multi-channel MAC during node 
synchronization and channel access. But, opportunistic 
spectrum access based cognitive radio doesn’t have fixed 
dedicated control channel for cognitive control message 
exchange. Without robust control channel, it is highly 
difficult to avoid interference due to CR and PU hidden 
terminal packet drops. To achieve this, we propose 
“Interference-aware hybrid-CCC based Cognitive MAC” 
with Omni-directional TDMA based Slotted Cognitive 
Function (SCF) for control transmission and directional 
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antenna based Distributed Co-ordination Function (DCF) 
for data transmission. 

3.1 TDMA based Slotted Cognitive Function 

In traditional wireless networks, a sub-layer of data-link 
called MAC contains Distributed Co-ordination Function 
(DCF) that use CSMA/CA to support shared access based 
asynchronous traffic for ad-hoc networks. Since 
opportunistic and dynamic channel access based cognitive-
MAC needs strict node synchronization to exchange PU 
free channel list (PCL) and cognitive control information, 
we extend slotted cognitive Function (SCF) in existing 
IEEE 802.11 DCF. This function helps to shorten network 
access delays and avoid multi-channel CR hidden terminal 
through time-slotted based tight node synchronization. To 
accomplish this, we modify the ATIM window 
(Asynchronous Traffic Indication Message) in IEEE 802.11 
DCF to support synchronous Omni-directional based SCF 
function. 

Figure 4. Operation of Slotted Cognitive Function 

The main operation of TDMA based SCF is to provide strict 
node synchronization during cognitive control message 
exchange through soft-TDMA-MAC [18]. In addition, SCF 
provides opportunistic channel access for transmitting 
application data.   As shown in Figure.4, SCF time period is 
grouped into frame cycles where network beacons and clock 
synchronization is used for control message exchange 
through tight node synchronization. The frame operation of 
proposed TDMA based SCF is explained in Figure.4.  In 
SCF operation, TDMA slots are divided into fixed size 
frames (0, 1, 2….K). Each frame has ‘Nf’ slots (T0, 
T1,…Tk) with a frame duration of ‘Tf =NfTs’ seconds. The 

first slot of every frame (T0) in SCF period is used to run 
the clock synchronization algorithm. The second slot of 
every frame (T1) is always reserved for transmitter (CR0) to 
broadcast its network beacons and PU free Channel list 
(PCL). In this work, we use 902-MHz industrial, scientific 
and medical (ISM) spectrum band for T1 slot. This helps to 
avoid channel rendezvous delays during initial network 
connectivity [19, 20]. Moreover, it’s coverage area is almost 
same as the current FCC released TV spectrum bands 
(TVWS). Hence, the channel switching time in between 902 
MHz ISM and TVWS is very less. During T1-period, 
neighbor cognitive nodes (CR1,CR2,…..CRk) should listen 
902 MHz ISM band to receive transmitter (CR0) PCL list. 
The third slot of every frame (T2) is used to tune CR 
transmitter into receive mode and listen its PU free channel 
list (PCL) from higher to lower priority. Neighbor CR nodes 
(CR1, CR2…, CRK) who has common channel with CR 
transmitter will tune to transmit mode at T2 period and 
broadcast its PCL list to sender (CR0). It is noteworthy that 
T2 slot is further divided into sub-slots which are equal to 
number of available PU channel list of CR transmitter. 
Subsequently, CR transmitter will listen it's PU free channel 
list in every sub-slot of T2 period and updates its neighbor 
PCL. Whenever, two neighbor nodes has same common PU 
free channel with CR transmitter then neighbor node with 
higher priority will be selected first for control message 
exchange. This helps to avoid interference among neighbor 
CR nodes that have same common channel list of CR 
transmitter. Whenever, CR transmitter (CR0) has data to its 
next-hop from higher layers then it broadcast its Data 
Channel Request (DCRequest) in selected common channel 
at T3 period. Once, DCRequest is reached to receiver it 
estimates the Angle of Arrival (AoA) of CR transmitter and 
CR transmit power. AoA estimation (see Figure.5) helps for 
directional RTS/CTS and data transmission during DCF 
period whereas CR transmit power level helps to calculate 
close but not overlap (CBO) power level to avoid 
interference for edge PU receiver hidden terminal packet 
drops.  

A
12

3 4
CR-5

A
12

3 4
BCR-11

( )

Figure 5. AoA estimation for directional DCF operation. 

The procedure to calculate CBO power level is briefly 
explained in Section.3.4. Once receiver is ready to receive 
the data from CR transmitter, it replies with DCResponse 
message. CR transmitter will estimate AoA and receiver 
power level of receiver for directional data transmission and 
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CBO power level calculation. Neighbor nodes that have 
common data channel with transmitter-receiver pair will 
update PCL and block its corresponding antenna and 
communication channel for next data slot. In SCF period, 
DCRequest and DCResponse message helps to avoid 
interference among CR nodes through strict node 
synchronization. In addition, it provides collision free 
channel access for directional RTS/CTS and data 
transmission. Furthermore, transmit power level and 
receiver power level helps to avoid interference for hidden 
PU receivers at edge location. In succeeding frames of SCF 
period, the same operation is performed by other cognitive 
nodes (CR1, CR2,….., CRk) in to exchange its PU free 
channel list and contend common data channel for 
directional RTS/CTS and data transmission. With SCF 
operation, CR nodes within the network are fully aware of 
opportunistic channel information that helps to avoid multi-
channel hidden terminal for both PU receivers and neighbor 
CR nodes during DCF period. In addition, this helps to 
reduced cognitive and control message overhead with 
minimized node control power consumption. 

3.2 Random access based DCF 

The operation of Distributed Co-ordination Function (DCF) 
is same as multi-channel MAC based DCF, i.e., DATA 
transmission succeeds with random Back-off algorithm 
[21]. Antenna index number of sender-receiver pair is added 
in RTS and CTS message formats.  

A 12

3 4
B

12

3 4
A

A
12

CR-5

A
12

3 4
CR-11

3 4

Figure 6. Random access based cognitive DCF operation. 

This helps neighbour nodes to block its Network Allocation 
Vector (NAV) in corresponding antenna directions during 
data transmission. The DCRequest and DCResponse in SCF 
operation helps to find collision free data channel for 
directional data transmission. With this, channel rendezvous 
delays and channel access contentions get reduced during 
DCF period. Whenever, the transmitter wants to 
communicate with destination at MAC layer, it run random 
back-off algorithm to contend the legitimate channel for 
data transmission. Since, cognitive radio networks operate 
on dynamic opportunistic multi-channels; it is very difficult 
to contend data channel without knowing neighbour PCL 
list and node synchronization. To solve this, channel for 
DCF operation is contended during SCF period with 
DCRequest and DCResponse messages. In DCF period, 
transmitter-receiver pair will tune to common data channel 
that is selected during SCF period. With this, multi-channel 
hidden terminal packet drops gets minimized and channel 
rendezvous delays gets reduced. Moreover, 
DCRequest/DCResponse help to select multiple directional 
data channels that helps to efficiently utilize the spatial 
spectrum and enhance the performance of CR-MAC 
protocol. Once directional RTS and CTS messages are 
broadcasted, node will initiate its data transmission and wait 
for acknowledgment in directional antenna (see Figure.6). 
Furthermore, nodes within the network will broadcast its 
application data in their selected legitimate channels. With 
directional antennas, link aggregate throughput gets 
enhanced with minimal channel contention delays. In 
addition, data transmission with directional antennas helps 
to minimize node and network energy consumption with 
interference suppression. 

3.3 Packet Buffering for Spectrum handover 

In general, normal and priority data packets in traditional 
ad-hoc networks are transmitted through unlicensed 2.4 
GHz or 5 GHz ISM spectrum band. This clearly shows that 
there is no concept of spectrum handover and PU activity in 
existing static ad-hoc networks. But, dynamic spectrum 
access based CR ad-hoc networks introduce a selection of 
licensed PU free control and data channel for CR 
communication. With this, new packet drops with spectrum 
mobility exist whenever, PU activity occurs in between 
source and destination CR communication. In addition, 
spectrum mobility can occur due to current CR 
communication channel degradation. At MAC layer in 
traditional ad-hoc networks, node mobility is identified 
through the re-transmissions of RTS/CTS messages within 
Time to Live (TTL) period. When node won’t reply CTS 
message within TTL time, then sender thinks that 
destination is not within the transmission range of sender. 
Subsequently, it identifies another next hop neighbour to 
continue its communication with network. But, node 
location will not be changed during spectrum handover in 
cognitive radio networks. This shows that communication 
with the same destination is possible with different 
opportunistic spectrum band. Hence, packet buffering 
mechanism at link level helps to buffer the in-flight packet 
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drops and continue its communication in another selected 
PU free channel. To achieve this, we add a separate packet 
buffer for each and every spectrum handover node at sender 
link layer to store the in-flight packet drops that is shown in 
Figure.7. 

 Figure 7. Overview of spectrum handover packet 
buffering. 

In this paper, we use Random Early Detection (RED) buffer 
to store and forward the CR spectrum handover packets. At 
receiver, two RED buffers namely normal Input and priority 
buffers are used to avoid buffer overflow packet drops. This 
is because the receiver RED queue may be congested with 
other connections. In addition, the priority buffer at receiver 
will be activated only when the average queue length of the 
receiver input RED buffer is greater than maximum 
threshold level.  The RED buffer characteristics like average 
queue length ( _ lengthAvg que ), minimum threshold (

minThresold ) and maximum threshold ( maxThresold ) are 

used to check the congestion level of the RED buffer in 
receiver side. During link channel re-construction, the 
current status of the input RED buffer of receiver will be 
transmitted to sender CR node. When 

min_ lengthAvg que Thresold  then the in-flight packets from 

sender to receiver will be transmitted through Input RED 
buffer. At this case, priority bit and markers are disabled at 
sender radio interface. When 

_min length maxThresold Avg que Thresold  then the 

buffered in-flight packets from sender CR node are 
transmitted with higher priority. But, higher priority packets 
are also transmitted in input RED buffer at receiver. In last 
case, packets will be transmitted in priority buffer when

max_ lengthAvg que Thresold .  In our work, priority buffer 

is only used in final case to efficiently utilize the hardware 
and radio resources. With this, in-flight spectrum handover 
packet drops gets reduced and control overhead gets 
minimized at sender CR node. In addition, channel-link 
reconstruction time is relatively fast when compared with 
In-band and out-of-band CCC based CR-MAC. This is 

because each and every CR node will have complete 
network channel information during SCF period.  

3.4 Protection of hidden PU receivers  

Opportunistic licensed channel access in cognitive radio 
introduces a new kind of packet drops due to interference 
with edge PU receivers at no-talk zone. Since traditional 
networks operate on unlicensed ISM bands, there is no 
concept of interference with PU receivers. FCC has released 
the TV white space for opportunistic secondary access 
based cognitive data transmission. Since TV receivers are 
uni-directional, it is very difficult to identify the existence 
of TV receivers at no-talk zone.  CR nodes within the 
minimal-talk zone can communicate with same channel of 
no-talk zone without interfering no-talk zone coverage area. 
But, nodes within the minimal talk-zone can be the source 
of interference to PU receivers at the edge of no-talk zone.  
The scenario where CR node can interfere with PU receiver 
is shown in Figure.8. 

Region 2

R

Ch 1

PU Transmiter

PU Receiver

CR0

CRNeighbor

Hybrid- CCC

PU receiver
protection range

PU receiver
interference range

CR1

No-talk Zone

Minimal talk-zone

Region 1

Figure 8. PU receiver interference scenario at no-talk zone.  

Normally, CR to PU receiver interference can occur due to 
CR node mobility (see Figure.2) and CR spectrum mobility 
(see Figure.3). To overcome this problem, it is significant 
control the CR transmit power through the location 
information of PU transmitter and its no-talk zone coverage 
area. To achieve, this work introduce an adaptive power 
control algorithm where at least one CR node is assumed to 
be aware of the location information of PU transmitter, its 
transmitting power and its no-talk coverage range. From 
Figure.5, CRneighbor is located in the no-talk zone of PU 
transmitter. During control message exchange, CRneighbour 

can update its PU transmitter characteristics through hybrid 
control channel in SCF period. Subsequently, CR 
transmitter (CR0) will calculate the close-but-not-overlap 
power to its receiver. The detailed analytical explanation for 
CBO power estimation is explained in [22]. Whenever CR 
communication is not possible with minimum CBO power 
level, then it has find out another PU free channel to 
continue its communication or need to wait for next control 
slot to and contend and communicate in another PU free 
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channel. With this, packet drops due to PU receiver 
interference gets reduced. This helps to minimize the 
control overhead and enhance the performance of primary 
and secondary networks. 

3.5 Directional DCF energy conservation 

The power consumption of transmitting signal mainly 
depends on path loss. Furthermore, the electromagnetic 
signal gets deteriorate with obstructions. With directional 
antennas, CR transmitter consumes relatively less transmit 
power when compared with omni-directional antennas.  The 
amount of energy conserved with directional data 
transmission when compared with omni-directional 
transmission is expressed as   

02
S2 S1 t

1

θC
TP = P = P

C 360

C2= Directional coverage area  

C1=Omni-directional coverage area 

PS1= Omni Transmit power 

PS2= Directional transmit power 

0
t

θ
ΔP = (1 - )P

360  
ΔP =Directional energy conservation 

PS1= Omni Transmit power  

PS2= Directional transmit power. 

Figure 9. Directional DCF data energy conservation.  

Figure.9 shows the data transmission scenario with 
directional and omni-directional antennas. The amount of 
node energy conservation depends on antenna beam width. 
This depicts that the directional data transmission can 
conserve ∆P power at each CR node when compared with 
omni-directional data transmission. Moreover, spatial 
spectrum is efficiently utilized and node achievable 
throughput gets increased due to reduced channel waiting 
time. 

4. Simulation Results

Cognitive radio network simulator (NS-2.31) [23-25] is 
used to implement analyze the performance of proposed 

Interference aware hybrid-CCC based Cognitive MAC 
protocol with directional antennas.  In this work, extension 
of multi-channel directional MAC protocol with legitimate 
user implementation in 400 MHz TVWS [26] (8-MHz 
channel) is used for analysing aggregate network throughput 
and link delays. Aggregate network throughput and link 
delays are calculated with data rate and compared with other 
existing solutions. In addition, the link throughput and delay 
of proposed hybrid CR-MAC with directional antennas is 
checked with the variation of channel numbers and PU 
transmitter active probability. In this work, we initially 
consider the available channels numbers as 5 with a data 
rate of 2 Mbps each. Later, channel numbers are varied 
from 5 to 10 to check the maximum achievable aggregate 
throughput.  The total numbers of 1-hop CR nodes are 
considered as 100 whereas the total number of PU 
transmitters are considered as 10 in 400 MHz TV spectrum 
band.  Number of link connections (flows) is considered as 
50 with 1024 byte application data. During the start of 
simulation, 1-PU transmitter is active within the cognitive 
communication. Route changes randomly occur with node 
and spectrum mobility during the simulation. Channel 
switching occurs during the simulation period due to 
dynamic PU-transmitter active in current CR 
communication range. At this time, CR nodes will have 
increased control overhead during channel-link re-
construction period. The total simulation time to run 
proposed hybrid CR-MAC is considered as 50 sec. The 
initial directional transmission of control and data packets 
(DCF) starts at 9th Sec with single PU transmitter active. 
During the simulation period, remaining PU transmitters are 
randomly active. This helps to check the control overhead 
of the proposed Cognitive MAC protocols and compare 
with existing solutions. Figure.10 explains about the 
aggregate network throughput and average link delays with 
data rate. Subsequently, the throughput and link delays are 
compared with traditional IEEE 802.11 DCF and existing 
In-band and out-of-band CCC based Cognitive MAC 
protocols.  Figure.10 (a) shows the aggregate throughput 
with data rate for 1024 byte data in 5-PU free channels. As 
shown in Figure.10(a), the proposed hybrid CCC based 
cognitive MAC with directional antennas has enhanced 
aggregate throughput when compared with other existing 
solutions. This is because of tight node synchronization and 
reduced hidden terminal packet drops with hybrid control 
channel. In addition, directional RTS/CTS and data 
transmission results in increased spatial reuse. 
Subsequently, more number of concurrent data 
transmissions is allowed in existing channels. Furthermore, 
channel waiting time gets decreased and probability of 
channel contentions gets minimized with directional 
antennas. The second highest aggregate throughput is 
achieved for hybrid CCC-CR-MAC with Omni-directional 
antennas. Since, the probability of channel availability and 
concurrent transmissions in Omni-directional hybrid CR-
MAC is less, the achievable throughput in Omni-directional 
hybrid-CCC based CR MAC is relatively less when 
compared with directional-hybrid-CCC-CR-MAC protocol. 
The third highest aggregate throughput is achieved with 
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saturated unlicensed CCC (2.4 GHz ISM)-based CR-MAC 
protocol. This may be because of increased collisions due to 

interference with other technologies and control channel 
saturation overflows. The lowest aggregate throughput gets 
achieved for IEEE 802.11 DCF. This is because of 
increased channel access contention and longer channel 
access delays due to operation in single non-overlapping 
channel. Figure.10(b) shows the average packet delay with 
respect to data rate in 5 PU free multi-channels. The average 
packet delay for proposed hybrid-CCC-CR-MAC with 
directional antennas is less when compared with existing 
Omni-directional CCC based cognitive MAC protocols and 
IEEE 802.11 DCF.  This is because of high probability of 
communication channel availability and reduced packet 
drops due to node mobility and spectrum mobility. In 
addition, packet buffering helps to avoid the in-flight packet 
drops during spectrum handover. In-band and out-of-band 
Omni-directional CCC based multi-channel CR-MAC has 
relatively lower packet delays in comparison with single 
non-overlapping based IEEE 802.11 DCF. Figure.10(c) 
explains about the aggregate throughput with respect to data 
rate in 10 PU-free channels. With increased number of 
available PU free channels, it is obvious that network load 
gets shared in different non-overlapping channels. This 

helps to avoid longer channel access delays and channel 
contention packet drops. In addition, packet drops due to 

increased collision overhead get reduced for more number 
of available PU free channels. Thus, aggregate throughput 
for 10-PU free channels is high when compared with 5-PU 
free channels (see Figure. 10(a)). Moreover, aggregate 
throughput for directional antenna based hybrid CCC-CR-
MAC is better than existing Omni-directional based CCC-
CR-MAC protocols. Figure.10 (d) explains about the 
average packet delays with data rate in 10 PU-free channels. 
In general, the average packet delay in between source-
destination pair depends on packet size and data channel 
availability. With 10 PU free channels, the average delay in 
hybrid CCC-CR with directional antenna is less when 
compared with In-band, out-of-band CCC-CR-MAC and 
traditional IEEE 802.11 DCF. Figure.11 explains about the 
aggregate throughput and average packet delay with respect 
to variation of PU free channels and PU transmitters. 
Figure. 11(a) explains about the aggregate throughput with 
increased number of available data channels. It is clear that 
aggregate throughput gets increased with more number of 
available data channels. Furthermore, enhanced spectrum 
efficiency for directional antennas helps to achieve more 
aggregate throughput in comparison with Omni-directional 
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 Figure 10. Aggregate throughput and average link delays calculation with data rate.  
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Cognitive MAC protocols. Figure. 11 (b) explains about the 
average packet delay with respect to variation of available 

PU free channels. The delay for IEEE 802.11 DCF is 
constant due to single non-overlapping data operation. The 
average packet delay gets reduced with more number of 
available data channels. This is due to reduced channel 
contention delay and reduced hidden terminal packet drops. 
Figure.11 (c) shows the aggregate throughput with the 
variation of PU activity in current CR network. At first, 
only 1-PU transmitter is active in 5-PU free channels. CR 
nodes can make use of 4 channels for data transmission. 
During 2-PU transmitter active, only 3 non-overlapping PU 
free channels are available for data transmission. This 
shows that frequent link re-constructions and increased 
control overhead with more number of active PU 
transmitters results in less achievable aggregate throughput.  
But with directional antennas, reduced directional node 
transmit power helps to communicate with its next-hop 
neighbours without interfering PU transmissions. With this, 
directional hybrid CCC-CR-MAC can achieve better 
aggregate throughput when compared with Omni-
directional based In-band and out-of-band CCC-CR-MAC 
protocols. Moreover, directional spectrum reuse helps to 

minimize interference probability with neighbour hidden 
terminals. Figure. 11(d) explains about the average packet 

delay with respect to PU transmitter active. Average packet 
delay gets increased with more number of active PU 
transmitters in current CR communication.  

5. Conclusion

Aggregate network throughput, link delays and performance 
of Cognitive-MAC protocol directly depends on 
interference due to multi-channel PU and CR hidden 
terminal. Moreover, control channel design plays an 
significant role in avoiding hidden-terminals through tight 
node synchronization during cognitive control message 
exchange. Existing literature propose In-band and out-of-
band Common Control Channel (CCC) based Cognitive 
MAC protocol for network connectivity, node 
synchronization and cognitive control message exchange. 
But, the drawbacks like multi-channel hidden terminal, 
higher cognitive control overhead, longer channel access 
delays and edge PU receiver packet drops are not efficiently 
resolved. To achieve this, Interference aware hybrid CCC-
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Figure 11. Aggregate throughput and average link delays calculation with number of channels and PU transmitters.  
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CR-MAC with directional antennas are proposed in this 
paper. In our work, slotted-TDMA based Omni-directional 
cognitive control broadcast and directional DCF based data 
transmission is proposed. With this, achievable aggregate 
throughput gets enhanced with reduced average link delays. 
This is because of efficient directional spatial spectrum re-
use and minimized control overhead due to hidden terminal 
packet drops. 
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